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NEW BOUNDS FOR EQUIANGULAR LINES AND
SPHERICAL TWO-DISTANCE SETS
WEI-HSUAN YU
Abstract. A set of lines in Rn is called equiangular if the an-
gle between each pair of lines is the same. We derive new upper
bounds on the cardinality of equiangular lines. Let us denote the
maximum cardinality of equiangular lines in Rn with the common
angle arccosα byMα(n). We prove thatM 1
a
(n) ≤ 1
2
(a2−2)(a2−1)
for any n ∈ N in the interval a2 − 2 ≤ n ≤ 3a2 − 16 and a ≥ 3.
Moreover, we discuss the relation between equiangular lines and
spherical two-distance sets and we obtain the new results on the
maximum spherical two-distance sets in Rn up to n ≤ 417.
1. Introduction
A set of lines in n dimensional Euclidean space Rn is called equiangu-
lar if the angle between each pair of lines is a constant θ. The constant
θ is called the common angle of the equiangular lines. Estimating the
maximum size of equiangular lines in Rn is one of the classical prob-
lems in discrete geometry. Let us denote the maximum cardinality of
equiangular lines in Rn by M(n). The study on M(n) can be traced
from Haantjes in 1948 [13]. After around seven decades research, peo-
ple only know the answer of M(n) up to n = 43. Recent progress on
M(n) can be found in [16, 15, 7] and their references. Lemmens and
Seidel [16] solved M(n) for most values of n if n ≤ 23. Barg and Yu
[7] used semidefinite programming (SDP) method to extend the results
to 24 ≤ n ≤ 41 and n = 43. Therefore, people know the what is
the maximum size of equiangular lines in Rn up to n ≤ 43, however
for n = 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 42 are still open. We summarize the
known lower and upper bounds for those open cases in the Table 1.
For n = 14 and 16, the upper bounds are improved in [12], proving
no 30 equiangular lines in R14 and no 42 equiangular lines in R16. For
n = 19 and 20, the upper bounds are improved in [20], proving no 76
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equiangular lines in R19 and no 96 equiangular lines in R20 due to the
nonexistence of some strongly regular graphs [1, 2].
Table 1. Open cases of maximumx eauiangular lines in Rn
n lower bound upper bound
14 28 29
16 40 41
17 48 50
18 48 61
19 72 75
20 90 95
42 276 288
For α ∈ [0, 1), let us denote the maximum cardinality of equiangu-
lar lines in Rn with the common angle arccosα by Mα(n). Most of
the cases, the upper bounds on the size of equiangular lines are ob-
tained from semidefinite programming method by convex optimization
toolkits (CVX) for given dimension and angle, therefore we only can
obtain the results for finitely many dimensions. However, our main
result Theorem 1.1 can obtain new upper bounds of equiangular lines
for infinitely many dimensions. Theorem 1.1 is derived from solving
relaxation of symbolic semidefinite programming problems. Also, the
bounds can be derived from hand calculation without using any convex
optimization software in computer.
Theorem 1.1. Let us choose a ≥ 3, for any n ∈ N in the interval
a2 − 2 ≤ n ≤ 3a2 − 16 and then
M 1
a
(n) ≤
1
2
(a2 − 2)(a2 − 1)
If the dimension n = a2−2, then the main theorem will obtain upper
bounds n(n+1)/2 which is nothing but Gerzon’s bound [16]. However,
the same values will remain the upper bounds for dimension n at least
to dimension n = 3a2 − 16. Let us use the Table 2 to demonstrate our
results for smaller dimensions.
We observe this pattern form the Table 3 in Barg-Yu [7] and even-
tually we prove that the pattern is true in general to infinitely many
dimensions n. Moreover, the table in King-Tang [14] experimentally
verify our main results for n ≤ 400.
A set of unit vectors S = {x1, x2, ...} ⊂ R
n is called a spherical
two-distance set if 〈xi, xj〉 ∈ {a, b} for some a, b and all i 6= j. To
determine maximum size of a spherical two-distance set in Rn is a
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Table 2. Main results for first few cases
angle upper bounds valid dimensions
1/3 28 7 – 11
1/5 276 23 – 59
1/7 1128 47 – 131
1/9 3160 79 – 227
1 /11 7140 119 – 347
1 /13 14028 167 – 491
classical problem in discrete geometry. Recent progress on this topic
can be found in [17, 6]. Currently, we know the maximum size of
spherical two-distance sets in Rn for n ≤ 93 except for n = 46 and 78
[6]. We extend the results up to n = 417
Theorem 1.2. Maximum size of a spherical two-distance set in Rn
is n(n+1)
2
for 7 ≤ n ≤ 417 except for n = 22, 46, 78, 118, 166, 222, 286
and 358 which are all square of odd integers minus three, i.e. n =
(2k + 1)2 − 3 for k = 2, 3, · · · , 9.
In section 2, we will discuss some known results for equiangular lines
and review the semidefinite programming method on equiangular lines.
We take the relaxation of matrix inequality and solve the semidefinite
programming problems to prove Theorem 1.1. Section 3, we will re-
view historic results of spherical two-distance sets. We use the bounds
for equiangular lines in Rn+1 to offer upper bounds for spherical two-
distance sets in Rn and then prove Theorem 1.2. In section 4, we will
have some discussions, remarks and conjectures.
2. New bounds for equiangular lines in Rn
We review some known results of equiangular lines here.
Lemma 2.1. [16, Theorem 3.4] Neumann proved that
Mα(n) ≤ 2n if 1/α is not an odd integer.
Therefore, we are more interested in the cases where 1/α is an odd
integer.
Lemma 2.2. [16, Theorem 3.5 (Gerzon)] If we have M equiangular
lines in Rn, then
M ≤
n(n+ 1)
2
.
Moreover, if equality holds, then the common angle θ = cos−1
√
1
n+2
and n = 2, 3 or (2k + 1)2 − 2 for k ∈ N.
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Surprisingly, we only know four examples n = 2, 3, 7 and 23 to attain
Gerzon bounds. Also, for next two candidates n = 47 and 79 are im-
possible to attain Gerzon bounds due to nonexistence of tight spherical
5-designs in R47 and R79[5]. The link between equiangular lines and
tight spherical 5-designs is discussed in [11] and [20, Theorem 4.2].
Lemmens and Seidel [16, Theorem 3.6] showed that
(1) Mα(n) ≤
n(1− α2)
1− nα2
in the cases where 1− nα2 > 0.
This inequality is called the Lemmens–Seidel relative bound as opposed
to the Gerzon absolute bound. Okuda and Yu [19] derived new relative
bounds for equiangular lines. Consequently, that result proved the
nonexistence of tight harmonic index 4-designs. For more details of
harmonic index t-designs, one can check the references [8], [9].
Barg and Yu [7] used SDP method to obtain better upper bounds
than Gerzon bounds up to n ≤ 136. King and Tang [14] used classi-
cal pillar method in conjunction with SDP methods on spherical two-
distance sets and equiangular lines in Rn to improved the upper bounds
up to n ≤ 400. If we fixed the angle θ, Bukh [10] proved that the size
of equiangular lines is at most linear in the dimension. Later, Balla,
Dra¨xler, Keevash and Sudakov [4] proved that there are at most 2n−2
equiangular lines in Rn for sufficiently large n and fixed angle θ.
The motivation of this paper is that we observe the pattern of SDP
bounds on the size of equiangular lines in Table 3 in [7]. The val-
ues of upper bounds 276, 1128, 3160 and 7140 strikingly show up so
many times. We find that those numbers satisfy the formula n(n+1)
2
for n = 23, 47, 79 and 119 respectively and the values of n also satisfy
the pattern (2k + 1)2 − 2 for consecutive positive integers k = 2, 3, 4
and 5. We wonder that this pattern should be true even when n goes
to infinity. Eventually, we prove it by solving relaxation of symbolic
semidefinite programming problems. Our techniques are based on the
semidefinite programming (SDP) methods for codes on the unit sphere
introduced by Bachoc and Vallentin [3]. For most of cases to use SDP
method, it is necessary to use optimization software. It should be
emphasized that our theorem provides upper bounds for M1/a(n) for
arbitrarily large odd integers a and the proof can be followed by hand
calculations without using any convex optimization software.
We define a family of polynomial functions called Gegenbauer poly-
nomials P nk for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Let P
n
0 (u) = 1, P
n
1 (u) = u and for
k ≥ 2,
P nk (u) =
(2k + n− 4)uP nk−1(u)− (k − 1)P
n
k−2(u)
k + n− 3
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We use symbols Snk (u, v, t) and Y
n
k (u, v, t) which are the same in [3].
Define an infinite-size matrix-valued function Y nk by
(Y nk )i,j(u, v, t) = λi,jP
n+2k
i (u)P
n+2k
j (v)Q
n−1
k (u, v, t),
where
Qn−1k (u, v, t) = (1− u
2)k/2(1− v2)k/2P n−1k (
t− uv√
(1− u2)(1− v2)
),
λi,j =
n+ 2k
n
(hn+2ki h
n+2k
j )
1/2
with hn+2ki =
(
n+2k+i−1
n+2k−1
)
−
(
n+2k+i−3
n+2k−1
)
We define
Snk (u, v, t) =
1
6
∑
σ
Y nk (σ(u, v, t)),
where the sum is over all permutations on 3 elements.
We also define
W (x) :=
(
1 0
0 0
)
+
(
0 1
1 1
)
(x1 + x2)/3 +
(
0 0
0 1
)
(x3 + x4 + x5 + x6),
Snk (x;α, β) := S
n
k (1, 1, 1) + S
n
k (α, α, 1)x1 + S
n
k (β, β, 1)x2 + S
n
k (α, α, α)x3
+ Snk (α, α, β)x4 + S
n
k (α, β, β)x5 + S
n
k (β, β, β)x6
for each x = (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6) ∈ R
6 and α, β ∈ [−1, 1).
We follow the SDP method to obtain upper bounds on the size of
equiangular lines in Rn.
Theorem 2.3 ([3],[7, Theorem 2.1]).
Ma(n) ≤ max{1 + (x1 + x2)/3 | x = (x1, . . . , x6) ∈ Ω
n
a,−a}
where the subset Ωna,−a of R
6 is defined by
Ωna,−a := { x = (x1, . . . , x6) ∈ R
6 | x satisfies the following four conditions }.
(1) xi ≥ 0 for each i = 1, . . . , 6.
(2) W (x) is positive semidefinite.
(3) 3 + P nk (a)x1 + P
n
k (−a)x2 ≥ 0 for each k = 1, 2, . . . .
(4) Snk (x; a,−a) is positive semidefinite for each k = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
Surprisingly, we find that only Sn3 (x; a,−a) and S
n
1 (x; a,−a) are cru-
cial to prove Theorem 1.1. Also, we know that if a matrix is positive
semidefinite, then all the diagonal entries of this matrix are positive.
We take the relaxation of the constraints in Theorem 2.3 as follows :
W (X) is positive semidefinite, (Sn3 )1,1 ≥ 0 and (S
n
1 )1,1 ≥ 0, where the
lower index means the (1, 1) entry of that matrix. Therefore, we have
the following corollary:
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Corollary 2.4. Ma(n) is bounded above by the solution of following
semidefinite programming problem.
max : 1 + (x1 + x2)/3
subject to
det(W ) ≥ 0
(Sn1 (x; a,−a))1,1 ≥ 0
(Sn3 (x; a,−a))1,1 ≥ 0
We list explicit formula for (Sn3 )1,1, obtained by direct computations.
Lemma 2.5. For each −1 < α < 1,
(Sn3 )1,1(1, 1, 1) = 0,
(Sn3 )1,1(α, α, 1) =
n(n+ 2)(n+ 4)(n+ 6)
3(n− 1)(n+ 1)(n+ 3)
α2(1− α2)3,
(Sn3 )1,1(α, α, α) = −
n(n + 2)(n+ 4)(n+ 6)
(n− 2)(n− 1)(n+ 1)(n+ 3)
(α− 1)3α3((n− 2)α2 − 6α− 3),
(Sn3 )1,1(α, α,−α) = −
n(n + 2)(n+ 4)(n+ 6)
(n− 2)(n− 1)(n+ 1)(n+ 3)
α3(α + 1)3((n− 2)α2 + 6α− 3).
Theorem 2.6.
Ma(n) ≤
1
2
(
1
a2
− 2)(
1
a2
− 1),
for any n ∈ N in the interval 1
a2
− 2 ≤ n ≤ 3
a2
− 16 and a ≤ 1
3
.
It is not hard to see that Theorem 2.6 is equivalent to Theorem 1.1.
Proof. We know that Ma(n) is an increasing function for n, i.e. if
n1 ≤ n2, then Ma(n1) ≤ Ma(n2). If we can prove that Ma(
3
a2
− 16) ≤
1
2
( 1
a2
−2)( 1
a2
−1), then the statement of Theorem 2.6 is true. Therefore,
we replace n = 3
a2
−16 to the formula of Snk . By Corollary 2.4, we know
that the solution of following optimization problem offers upper bounds
for Ma(n).
For simplicity we put A = (x1+x2)/3, B = x3+x5 and C = x4+x6.
max(1 + A)
subject to
A +
2a4(3a+ 1)
(6a2 − 1)(a+ 1)3
B +
2a4(3a− 1)
(6a2 − 1)(a− 1)3
C ≥ 0(2)
A +
a
1 + a
B +
a
a− 1
C ≥ 0(3)
A(A− 1) ≤ B + C(4)
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The condition (2), (3), and (4) are exactly (Sn3 )1,1 ≥ 0, (S
n
1 )1,1 ≥
0 and det W ≥ 0, respectively. We choose suitable t, where t =
−16a6
(6a2−1)(a+1)2(a−1)2 such that
t
a
1 + a
+
2a4(3a+ 1)
(6a2 − 1)(a+ 1)3
= t
a
a− 1
+
2a4(3a− 1)
(6a2 − 1)(a− 1)3
=
−2a4(5a2 − 1)
(6a2 − 1)(a− 1)2(a+ 1)2
.
The motivation to choose this t is that we want to use (4) which requires
B and C having the same coefficients. If we consider that t times (3)
and plus (2), i.e. t(3) + (2), we will get
(t + 1)A+ (t
a
1 + a
+
2a4(3a+ 1)
(6a2 − 1)(a+ 1)3
)B + (t
a
a− 1
+
2a4(3a− 1)
(6a2 − 1)(a− 1)3
)C ≥ 0
⇒(t + 1)A+ (t
a
1 + a
+
2a4(3a+ 1)
(6a2 − 1)(a+ 1)3
)(B + C) ≥ 0
⇒−
10a6 + 13a4 − 8a2 + 1
(6a2 − 1)(a− 1)2(a+ 1)2
A−
2a4(5a2 − 1)
(6a2 − 1)(a− 1)2(a+ 1)2
(B + C) ≥ 0
Notice that
a4(5a2 − 1)
(6a2 − 1)(a− 1)2(a+ 1)2
≥ 0 if a ≤ 1/3.
Then, we use (4) to replace B + C to A(A− 1).
⇒−
10a6 + 13a4 − 8a2 + 1
(6a2 − 1)(a− 1)2(a+ 1)2
A−
2a4(5a2 − 1)
(6a2 − 1)(a− 1)2(a+ 1)2
A(A− 1) ≥ 0
⇒−
10a6 + 13a4 − 8a2 + 1
(6a2 − 1)(a− 1)2(a+ 1)2
≥
2a4(5a2 − 1)
(6a2 − 1)(a− 1)2(a+ 1)2
(A− 1)
⇒−
10a6 + 13a4 − 8a2 + 1
2a4(5a2 − 1)
=
1− 3a2 − 2a4
2a4
≥ A− 1
⇒A ≤
1− 3a2
2a4
Then,
A+ 1 ≤
1− 3a2
2a4
+ 1 =
1− 3a2 + 2a4
2a4
=
(1− 2a2)(1− a2)
2a4
=
1
2
(
1
a2
− 2)(
1
a2
− 1).

3. new bounds for spherical two-distance sets
A set of unit vectors S = {x1, x2, ...} ⊂ R
n is called a spherical
two-distance set if 〈xi, xj〉 ∈ {a, b} for some a 6= b and for all i 6= j.
The study of spherical two-distance set can be traced from Delsarte,
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Goethals and Seidel in 1977 [11]. Estimating the maximum size g(n)
of such a set is a classical problem in distance geometry that has been
studied for several decades. Equiangular lines also can be regarded as
a special type (b = −a) of a spherical two-distance set.
We begin with an overview of known results. A lower bound on g(n)
is obtained as follows. Let e1, . . . , en+1 be the standard basis in R
n+1.
The points ei + ej , i 6= j form a spherical two-distance set in the plane
x1 + · · ·+ xn+1 = 2 (after scaling), and therefore
(5) g(n) ≥ n(n + 1)/2, n ≥ 2.
The first major result for upper bounds was obtained by Delsarte,
Goethals, and Seidel [11]. They proved that, irrespective of the actual
values of the distances, the following harmonic bound holds true:
(6) g(n) ≤ n(n+ 3)/2.
They also showed that this bound is tight for dimensions n = 2, 6, 22
in which cases it is related to sets of equiangular lines in dimension
n+1. Moreover, if a spherical 2-distance set attains above bound, then
it forms a tight spherical 4-design [11]. The results of tight spherical
4-designs by Bannai et al. [5], and Nebe and Venkov [18] imply that
g(n) can attain the harmonic bound only if n = (2k + 1)2 − 3, k ≥ 1
with the exception of an infinite sequence of values of k that begins
with k = 3, 4, 6, 10, 12, 22, 38, 30, 34, 42, 46.
Musin used the linear programming method to obtain maximum size
of spherical two-distance sets in Rn for 7 ≤ n ≤ 39 except n = 23 [17].
Theorem 3.1. [17] (Musin)
g(n) = n(n + 1)/2, if 7 ≤ n ≤ 39, n 6= 22, 23.
Moreover, g(23) = 276 or 277.
Barg and Yu used SDP mothods to extend the results up to n ≤ 93.
In particular, they proved g(23) = 276. We summerize the results as
follows.
Theorem 3.2. [6] (Barg-Yu)
We have g(2) = 5, g(3) = 6, g(4) = 10, g(5) = 16, g(6) = 27, g(22) =
275,
g(n) = n(n + 1)/2, 7 ≤ n ≤ 93, n 6= 22, 46, 78.(7)
The exact answers for g(n) remain open for n = 46, 78 and n ≥ 94.
Strikingly, in this paper we extend the results up to n = 417. We know
most values of g(n) if n ≤ 417.
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Theorem 3.3.
g(n) =
n(n + 1)
2
for 7 ≤ n ≤ 417, except n = 22, 46, 78, 118, 166, 222, 286, 358 which
are all square of odd integers minus three, i.e. n = (2k + 1)2 − 3 for
k = 2, 3, · · · , 9.
Proof. To proof Theorem 1.2, we require two lemmas as follows.
Lemma 3.4. [17](Musin) If S is a spherical two-distance set with inner
product values a and b, and a+ b ≥ 0, then
|S| ≤
n(n + 1)
2
Therefore, to obtain exact answer of g(n), what we need to worry is
that g(n) > n(n+1)
2
if a+ b < 0. In [6], Barg and Yu used SDP method
and nontrivial convex optimization toolkit (SOSTOOL) to obtain the
rigorous upper bounds for a + b < 0 case. However, we offer another
point of view to deal with it. We thank Alexey Glazyrin who suggested
us to use bounds for equiangular sets in order to get bounds for two-
distance sets. In short, the maximum size of equiangular lines in Rn+1,
M(n+ 1) offers an upper bound for a spherical two-distance set in Rn
when a + b < 0.
Lemma 3.5. [11] If S is a spherical two-distance set in Rn with a+b <
0, then it leads to equiangular lines with size |S| in Rn+1.
Proof. Let S = {x1, x2, · · · } with 〈xi, xj〉 = a, or b if i 6= j, and a+ b <
0. Also, all of the xi are unit vectors in R
n. We can define constant R
and θ such that
1− a = R2(1− cos θ) and 1− b = R2(1 + cos θ),
where R > 1, since a+ b < 0.
Then, we define Y = {y1, y2, · · · } and yi = (
xi
R
,
√
R2−1
R
) ∈ Rn+1.
It is not hard to see that |Y | = |S|, 〈yi, yi〉 =
1
R2
+ R
2−1
R2
= 1 and
〈yi, yj〉 =
〈xi,xj〉
R2
+ R
2−1
R2
= ± cos θ. Therefore, Y leads to equiangular
lines in Rn+1. 
By Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.5, we have
g(n) ≤ max{M(n + 1),
n(n+ 1)
2
}
One can check the table in [14] for the upper bounds of equiangular
lines in Rn for 44 ≤ n ≤ 400 in conjunction with the table in [7] for
n ≤ 139. Then, we can find that M(n + 1) ≤ n(n+1)
2
for 7 ≤ n ≤ 400,
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except n = 22, 46, 78, 118, 166, 222, 286, 358 which are all square of odd
integers minus three. Furthermore, if we follow Theorem 5 and 6 in
[14] and use CVX to calculate SDP bounds for equiangular lines and
required spherical two-distance sets, we can extend the results up to
n = 417. The reason to stop at n = 417 is that the SDP bound for
M 1
9
(419) = 88808 which is greater than 419∗418
2
= 87571. So, we have
nice upper bound for equiangular lines up to n = 418 and then we can
obtain the result for g(n) up to n = 417. We list the experimental
results for n = 401 to 419 in Table 3 which is not listed in [14].
Table 3. Upper bounds for equiangular lines in Rn for
401 ≤ n ≤ 419
n 1
5
1
7
1
9
1
11
1
13
1
15
1
17
1
19
1
21
1
23
1
25
1
27
max n(n+1)
2
401 17734 40215 57440 22984 14028 24976 41328 64620 4411 1654.1 1117.1 890.02 64620 80601
402 17874 40366 58634 23836 14028 24976 41328 64620 4535.4 1671.3 1124.9 894.97 64620 81003
403 18015 40517 59872 24749 14028 24976 41328 64620 4666.3 1688.8 1132.8 899.95 64620 81406
404 18158 40668 61158 25730 14028 24976 41328 64620 4804.3 1706.5 1140.7 904.96 64620 81810
405 18303 40820 62495 26786 14028 24976 41328 64620 4950 1724.5 1148.7 910 64620 82215
406 18449 40972 63885 27667 14028 24976 41328 64620 5104 1742.8 1156.8 915.07 64620 82621
407 18597 41124 65332 27825 14028 24976 41328 64620 5267.1 1761.4 1165 920.17 65332 83028
408 18746 41277 66839 27983 14028 24976 41328 64620 5440 1780.4 1173.2 925.31 66839 83436
409 18898 41430 68411 28143 14028 24976 41328 64620 5623.7 1799.6 1181.6 930.47 68411 83845
410 19050 41584 70051 28305 14028 24976 41328 64620 5819.4 1819.2 1190 935.67 70051 84255
411 19205 41738 71764 28467 14028 24976 41328 64620 6028 1839.1 1198.4 940.91 71764 84666
412 19361 41892 73555 28631 14028 24976 41328 64620 6251 1859.3 1207 946.17 73555 85078
413 19520 42047 75429 28796 14028 24976 41328 64620 6490 1879.9 1215.6 951.47 75429 85491
414 19680 42202 77393 28963 14028 24976 41328 64620 6746.7 1900.8 1224.3 956.8 77393 85905
415 19841 42358 79453 29130 14028 24976 41328 64620 7023.1 1922.1 1233.1 962.17 79453 86320
416 20005 42514 81616 29300 14028 24976 41328 64620 7321.6 1943.8 1242 967.57 81616 86736
417 20171 42670 83890 29470 14028 24976 41328 64620 7645 1965.9 1251 973 83890 87153
418 20338 42827 86284 29642 14028 24976 41328 64620 7996.5 1988.3 1260.1 978.47 86284 87571
419 20508 42984 88808 29815 14028 24976 41328 64620 8380 2011.2 1269.2 983.97 88808 87990

4. discussion and future work
As we can see the pattern of maximum spherical two-distance set,
most of the cases, g(n) = n(n+1)
2
. Therefore, we have a conjecture for
g(n).
Conjecture 4.1.
g(n) =
n(n + 1)
2
if n 6= (2k + 1)2 − 3 for some k ∈ N
At least this conjecture is true for n ≤ 417 since Theorem 1.2 holds.
We also have some clues to prove conjecture 4.1. We check the table of
upper bounds of equiangular lines in [14] and see that in general case,
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the upper bound is n(n+1)
2
for n = (2k+1)2−2 for some positive integer
k.
Theorem 4.2. [14] For 44 ≤ n ≤ 400, the upper bound of maximum
number of equiangular lines in Rn is
M(n) ≤


4n(k+1)(k+2)
(2k+3)2−n , n = 44, 45, 46, 76, 77, 78, 117, 118, 166, 222, 286, 358. (case A)
nk(nk+1)
2
, nk = (2k + 1)
2 − 2, other n between 44 and 400. (case B)
where k is the largest positive integer such that (2k + 1)2 − 2 ≤ n.
Notice that for the case A, the bounds are attained by the relative
bounds (1) in Rn for the angle cos−1 1
2k+3
. For case B, the bounds
are attained for angle cos−1 1
2k+1
. We notice that the relative bound is
increasing by dimension n when angle is fixed.
Lemma 4.3. If fa(n) =
n(1−a2)
1−na2 is the relative bound for equiangular
lines in Rn, with common angle cos−1 a, then f is an increasing func-
tion for dimension n when the angle is fixed and also an increasing
function for a, when the dimension n is fixed.
Proof. df(n)
dn
= (1−a
2)(1+na2)
(1−na2)2 ≥ 0 for all a < 1 and n ∈ N.
df(n)
da
= 2an(n−1)
(1−na2)2 ≥ 0 for all a < 1 and n ∈ N. 
When dimension n is given, there exists an unique k ∈ N such that
(2k + 1)2 − 2 ≤ n < (2k + 3)2 − 2. By Lemma 4.3, we check the case
n = (2k + 3)2 − 3 which is the largest dimension for (2k + 1)2 − 2 ≤
n < (2k + 3)2 − 2. Then, its upper bound dominates all the bounds in
case A for fixed k. Therefore,
M(n) ≤


4n(k+1)(k+2)
(2k+3)2−n , n = (2k + 3)
2 − 3 (case A)
nk(nk+1)
2
, nk = (2k + 1)
2 − 2 (case B)
The case A bound is 8
3
(2k2+6k+3)(k+1)(k+2) which is smaller than
case B upper bound (4k2+4k− 1)(2k2+2k) when k ≥ 9 i.e. n = 438.
Therefore, the case A will not offer the upper bounds for M(n) when
n is bigger enough.
Conjecture 4.4. If n ≥ 358, then
M(n) = M 1
2k+1
(n) ≤
((2k + 1)2 − 2)((2k + 1)2 − 1)
2
,
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where k is the unique positive integer such that (2k + 1)2 − 2 ≤ n <
(2k + 3)2 − 2. That is said starting from nk = (2k + 1)
2 − 2 for some
k ∈ N, there will be a long range of dimensions n having the same
upper bounds for equiangular lines for any angle.
The motivation of this conjecture is that we believe thatMα(n) is an
unimodal distribution and the single highest value occurs at the angle
cos−1 1
2k+1
if (2k+1)2−2 ≤ n < (2k+3)2−2 for k ∈ N. Notice that if the
Conjecture 4.4 is true, then Conjecture 4.1 follows. By Theorem 1.1,
we know that M 1
2k+1
(n) ≤ ((2k+1)
2−2)((2k+1)2−1)
2
since 3(2k + 1)2 − 16 >
(2k + 3)2 − 2 if k > 1. In conjunction with Lemma 4.3 and above dis-
cussion, we can obtain that Mα(n) ≤
((2k+1)2−2)((2k+1)2−1)
2
if α ≤ 1
2k+1
.
Therefore, we only need to take care of Mα(n) if α >
1
2k+1
. Namely,
we need to find upper bounds for M 1
2k−1
(n), · · · ,M 1
5
(n),M 1
3
(n). Cur-
rently, we only know M 1
3
(n) ≤ 2n− 2 in general. For other angle, it is
still open problem. However, for smaller dimensions n ≤ 400, M 1
5
(n)
and M 1
7
(n) have been estimated in [14]. For larger n, the estimates
on M 1
5
(n) require the upper bounds of spherical two-distance sets in
R
n with inner product 1/13 and −5/13. The best known bounds are
obtained by SDP method in convex optimization software for given
n. Therefore, when n is big, we have no clues. However, in [4], they
proved that for fixed angle the size of equiangular lines in Rn is at most
2n− 2 if n is large enough. It looks like close to prove this conjecture.
However, the bounds in [4] required the angle fixed. If n increases then
so does k in Conjecture 4.4.
It is well-known that the existence of tight spherical 5-designs in
R
n is equivalent to the existence of equiangular lines attaining Gerzon
bound [11, 20]. Therefore, we like to emphasize that if we can have
any new examples of tight spherical 5-designs, then a corollary of our
Theorem 1.1 will obtain M(n) for large values of n. For instance, if
n = 119, there exists a tight spherical 5-design in Rn, then it will give
arise to 7140 equiangular lines in Rn. In conjunction with our Theorem
1.1, we will know that M(n) = 7140 for 119 ≤ n ≤ 347. More than
two hundred dimensions of maximum equiangular lines problems will
be solved. This phenomenon stays true for all n = (2k + 1)2 − 2 for
some k ∈ N.
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